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1) Choosing location  

GaugerGSM and Battery 

Enclosure  (installation arm) 

MUST BE installed as high as possible to be safe of flooding 

Sensor face (installation arm) MUST BE installed not higher then 4 times the width of the ditch 

(when inside ditch monitoring is required) 

Sensor face (installation arm) MUST BE installed at least 50cm above the target considering 

dead zone and alarms margins 

Sensor  (installation arm) MUST BE pointed to the center of the ditch above the widest 

and calmest stream  

Sensor  (installation arm) MUST BE exactly perpendicular to the surface of the target 

Distance to sewer walls MUST BE at least 30cm from walls + 10cm/1m range 

Acoustic noises MUST BE far away from acoustic noises and vibrations 

Sewer installation MUST BE far away from sewer inlets, outlets, physical obstacles 

2) Power source 

Voltage MUST BE at least 8VDC on unit terminals and 33VDC max 

Battery MUST BE rated higher than 9VDC due to the normal voltage 

drop 

PTS MUST BE connected between the battery enclosure and the 

GaugerGSM in order to save battery time 

Type MUST BE preferably Lithium cells for long operating times 

3) GSM Configuration 

SIM card with SMS/GPRS 

service 

MUST BE inserted to its slot 

Destination phone number MUST BE defined 

SMS/GPRS alarms MUST BE defined 

PTS intervals MUST BE defined 

4) Measurement Configuration 

Full/Empty,  Level/Distance MUST BE configured correctly 

Filling rate MUST BE defined (consider the application) 

False echo scan MUST BE executed towards thin plate that is placed on top of 

the ditch in order to cancel possible echoes from the 

ditch edges 

5) Mechanical Constrains 

Interfacing cables MUST BE round and fitted to glands diameters 

Glands + gaskets MUST BE installed and tightened well 

Top cover + gasket MUST BE installed and tightened well 

Rotation axis MUST BE avoided from excessive rotation (limited to 350°) 
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Notes: 

1. SolidAT battery enclosure is rated IP67 and should be installed as high as possible underneath 

the sewer cover. 

2. GaugerGSM is rated IP68. However, it might be damaged by long periods of flooding. 

 

 


